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												CONGRESS INNSBRUCK
											

												International. Versatile.
											

Your strong partner for congresses, conferences and events. Discover one of the most attractive congress destinations in Europe with alpine-urban flair.
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												MESSE INNSBRUCK
											

												Multifunctional. Central.
											

For trade fairs or public exhibitions, corporate events or social events. Messe Innsbruck offers ideal spaces and a wide range of services.
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												CONGRESSpark Igls
											

												Exclusive. Natural.
											

A fantastically beautiful and exclusive event location for conferences, seminars, company events, product presentations and celebrations of all kinds.
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												SUSTAINABILITY
											

												Certified.
											

Congress Messe Innsbruck is aware of its responsibility towards the region and makes its contribution to maintaining the highest quality of life.














						Congress Messe Innsbruck
					

						Alpine mountain backdrop & urban space.
					

Congress Messe Innsbruck (CMI), based in the Tyrolean capital, combines three exceptional event locations under one roof. The company is also one of Austria's leading trade fair organisers with ten trade fairs of its own. The three venues bring people together to exchange information, products and services of economic, scientific and cultural importance. And all this in a setting that is always customised to suit the event and thus remains a positive memory.
Innsbruck is a special conference, congress and event destination. The rugged peaks of the Nordkette mountain range, Innsbruck's local mountain Patscherkofel and the vibrant city centre give Innsbruck an almost unique flair. And this alpine-urban feeling is also reflected in the Congress Messe Innsbruck with its locations Congress Innsbruck, Messe Innsbruck and congresspark igls. The CMI is a professional partner for events of all kinds.
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						Congress innsbruck
					

An inspiring building with around 25,000 square metres of space, 20 halls, rooms and foyers, unique architecture, a prime location in the old town and short distances.
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						messe innsbruck
					

100 years of industry expertise and multifunctionality on 56,000 square metres with 6 halls, a conference centre and other halls, foyers and outdoor areas in the heart of the city.
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						congresspark igls
					

Green extravagance at over 900 metres above sea level: a modern glass pavilion with 4 variable halls surrounded by alpine nature. The exclusive event location in the middle of the park.
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						PCO
					

Congress organisation since 1993.
PCO Tyrol Congress is an ideal addition to the services offered by Congress Messe Innsbruck and is your reliable partner for congress organisation and project management, regardless of the venue.
[image: ] Phone | +43 512 575600
[image: ] Mail | pco@cmi.at
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						Getting TO INNSBRUCK
					

Innsbruck has excellent transport connections by plane, train, bus and car. The Tyrolean capital is easy to reach both by public transport and by private car.
Innsbruck International Airport is located around four kilometers and approx. 10 - 15 minutes by car from the city center. It has great national and international flight connections.
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						Do you have any questions?
					

We are happy to support you.
Do you have any questions about our programme, our events or our locations? Then contact us simply and conveniently.
[image: ] Phone | +43 512 5936 0
[image: ] Mail | info@cmi.at
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